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Where do you live?
I live in Beringen, Belgium. It's a beautiful multicultural mining town only
one hour South of Antwerp.
When did you start dancing and how did that happen?
I started linedancing with my mother when I was 7 years old, so that's
already 18 years ago.
What is the first dance you ever learnt?
My first dance was Canadian Stomp (any men of mine), I think this was One
of the most famous beginner dances in Belgium back then.
Where is the most unusual place you have ever line danced?
The most unusual place where I've danced was the life stage of 'the voice
Belgium' when one of our country artists made it to the finals. But the most
special place for me was actually the White Horse salloon in Nashville ❤
Does anyone else in your family have the line dancing bug? If so, who?
Actually my linedance friends are my family, so my whole family is
linedancing hihi. But it was my mom who took me to linedance classes 18
years ago.
What does line dance mean to you?
So till before Covid, linedancing was everything to me. I've met Jeffke
thanks to linedancing, I've seen alot of beautiful places, got to know so
many people that became friends. I'm missing this all a lot! But because of
this all I've thought myself a new passion... baking.
Describe yourself in 1 sentence.
Caring, dancing, baking, bunny loving girl.
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Do you have any advice or tips for anyone wanting to start with line
dance?
Just do it! Every beginning is hard. But keep going, it's definitelly worth it!
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What kind of music do you like?
I've started to listen to countrymusic at a very young age, what's not usual in
Belgium. On the radio they don't play country Music. It's still my favourite!

10) Which dance step do you like the most?
I don't know if I have like a favourite step. But I've always remembered that
my first teacher explained a jazzbox as a 'drunk men step'. Something I
really like in a waltz is a chasse kind of step because it makes you flying
across the dancefloor.
11) Which dances are in your top 3?
1. Poetry In Motion – Masters in Line
2. Making Me Look Good Again
3. Rolling With Love – Heather Barton & Simon Ward
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